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Most decisions that we make build upon multiple streams of sensory evidence and control mechanisms are needed to filter out irrelevant
information. Sequential sampling models of perceptual decision making have recently been enriched by attentional mechanisms that
weight sensory evidence in a dynamic and goal-directed way. However, the framework retains the longstanding hypothesis that motor
activity is engaged only once a decision threshold is reached. To probe latent assumptions of these models, neurophysiological indices are
needed. Therefore, we collected behavioral and EMG data in the flanker task, a standard paradigm to investigate decisions about
relevance. Although the models captured response time distributions and accuracy data, EMG analyses of response agonist muscles
challenged the assumption of independence between decision and motor processes. Those analyses revealed covert incorrect EMG
activity (“partial error”) in a fraction of trials in which the correct response was finally given, providing intermediate states of evidence
accumulation and response activation at the single-trial level. We extended the models by allowing motor activity to occur before a
commitment to a choice and demonstrated that the proposed framework captured the rate, latency, and EMG surface of partial errors,
along with the speed of the correction process. In return, EMG data provided strong constraints to discriminate between competing
models that made similar behavioral predictions. Our study opens new theoretical and methodological avenues for understanding the
links among decision making, cognitive control, and motor execution in humans.
Key words: accumulation models; decision making; electromyography; electrophysiology; partial errors

Significance Statement
Sequential sampling models of perceptual decision making assume that sensory information is accumulated until a criterion
quantity of evidence is obtained, from where the decision terminates in a choice and motor activity is engaged. The very existence
of covert incorrect EMG activity (“partial error”) during the evidence accumulation process challenges this longstanding assumption. In the present work, we use partial errors to better constrain sequential sampling models at the single-trial level.

Introduction
Model-based cognitive neuroscience aims to use formal models
of cognition to inform neurophysiological data while reciprocally
using neurophysiological data to better constrain formal models.
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This multidisciplinary approach has led to substantial advances
for understanding higher cognitive functions (Forstmann et al.,
2011). In particular, perceptual decision making has benefited
from interactive relationships between sequential sampling models and single-unit electrophysiology (Purcell et al., 2010; Heitz
and Schall, 2012), fMRI (van Maanen et al., 2011; White et al.,
2012), and EEG (Ratcliff et al., 2009; O’Connell et al., 2012).
Although fMRI and EEG allow researchers to study decision
making in humans at a systems level, both techniques present
important limitations. The low temporal resolution of fMRI prevents any characterization of decision signal dynamics and most
EEG studies rely on averaging procedures known to generate
temporal distortions (Meyer et al., 1988; Burle et al., 2008). Although single-trial analysis techniques are currently being developed (Sadja et al., 2011), this approach is limited by the very small
signal-to-noise ratio of the EEG coupled with the high variety of
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Figure 1. EMG partial errors and the sequential sampling model framework. A, EMG activity (in V) of the muscles involved (Correct EMG, top) and not involved (Incorrect EMG, bottom) in the
required response as a function of time (in ms) from stimulus onset. Partial motor activity in the incorrect EMG channel precedes the correct response. RT, Reaction time (from stimulus onset to the
mechanical response); PE, partial error; CT, correction time (from the incorrect EMG activation to the correct one); MT, motor time (from the correct EMG activation to the mechanical response). B,
Extended DDM. EMG bounds were incorporated within the response selection accumulator at locations m (incorrect EMG activation) and a-m (correct EMG activation). EMG bounds do not correspond
to an actual choice. Evidence continues to accumulate until standard decision termination bounds 0 and a are reached. Therefore, part of the MT overlaps with the decision time. The decision sample
path represents a partial error trial. Arrows correspond to EMG events: 1 ⫽ onset of the partial error, 2 ⫽ onset of the correct EMG burst. S, Stimulus; R, mechanical response. C, Extended LCA model.
The two competing response accumulators are superimposed for convenience. An EMG bound was incorporated within each response accumulator at location m. The two decision sample paths
represent a partial error trial. The sample path favoring the incorrect response (dashed sample path) hits the EMG bound m, but the sample path favoring the correct response (solid sample path)
finally reaches the decision termination bound a and wins the competition. Arrows correspond to EMG events: 1 ⫽ onset of the partial error, 2 ⫽ onset of the correct EMG burst.

noise sources. EMG provides an interesting alternative. Albeit
restricted to the peripheral level, EMG has an excellent signal-tonoise ratio and can be analyzed on a trial-to-trial basis (Coles et
al., 1985). In between-hand choice reaction time (RT) tasks, previous work has shown covert incorrect EMG activation in a portion of trials in which the correct response was finally given (Fig.
1; Coles et al., 1985; Burle et al., 2014). This phenomenon, termed
“partial error,” challenges sequential sampling models of perceptual decision making that assume that motor activity is engaged
only once a decision threshold is reached (Ratcliff and Smith,
2004; Bogacz et al., 2006). Although the models have recently
been extended to account for more ecological choice situations
requiring filtering out of irrelevant sensory information (Liu et
al., 2008; Hübner et al., 2010; White et al., 2012; White et al.,
2011), they preserve the longstanding assumption of independence between decision and motor processes. The very existence
of EMG partial errors invites a reappraisal of this assumption and
requires a theory explaining how, why, and when discrete motor
events sometimes emerge in the EMG during the decision process. The purpose of the present study is to use EMG data to better
constrain sequential sampling models while reciprocally using
the models to inform EMG data. To this aim, we collected behav-

ioral and EMG data from a flanker task, a standard paradigm to
investigate decisions about relevance. After fitting different
classes of models to each behavioral dataset, comparison between
EMG signals and simulated decision sample paths revealed dependence between decision formation and response execution
because part of the EMG activity was determined by the evolving
decision variable. Incorporating bounds for EMG activation into
the sequential sampling framework allowed the models to capture a range of EMG effects. In return, EMG data provided strong
constraints to discriminate between competing models indiscernible on behavioral grounds.

Materials and Methods
Sequential sampling models
All classes of sequential sampling models share the assumption that sensory evidence is accumulated to some criterion level or bound, from
where the decision terminates in a choice and the response is executed. In
this section, we introduce two major classes of models that have proven
to account for behavioral and neural data of perceptual decision tasks:
the drift diffusion model (DDM) (Ratcliff, 1978; Gold and Shadlen, 2007;
Ratcliff et al., 2007; Ratcliff and McKoon, 2008) and the leaky competing
accumulator model (LCA) (Usher and McClelland, 2001; Purcell et al.,
2012; Schurger et al., 2012).
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Figure 2. Diffusion models incorporating selective attention mechanisms. An application to an incongruent flanker condition is provided as a working example. Left, DSTP model. Dashed lines
joining the two accumulators highlight the effect of three target identification sample paths on response selection. Right, SSP model. S, Stimulus; R, mechanical response. See text for details.

DDM. The DDM assumes continuous and perfect accumulation of the
difference between noisy samples of sensory evidence supporting two
response alternatives. Accumulation begins from starting point z toward
one of two decision termination bounds a (correct choice) and 0 (incorrect choice) according to the following:

dx ⫽ vdt ⫹ sdW
Where dx represents the change in accumulated evidence x for a small
time interval dt, v is the drift rate (i.e., the average increase of evidence in
favor of the correct choice) and sdW denotes Gaussianly distributed
white noise with mean 0 and variance s 2dt. The magnitude of noise s acts
as a scaling parameter and is usually fixed at 0.1 (Ratcliff and Smith, 2004;
Ratcliff and McKoon, 2008). The RT is the time required to reach a
decision termination bound plus residual processing latencies such as
sensory encoding and motor execution (residual components are generally combined into one parameter with mean time Ter).
In the standard DDM, the drift rate is constant over time (Ratcliff and
McKoon, 2008). However, the model has recently been enriched by attentional control mechanisms that weight sensory evidence in a flexible
and goal-directed way (Hübner et al., 2010; White et al., 2011), allowing
capture of behavioral performance in more ecological choice situations
requiring filtering of irrelevant information. Such situations have traditionally been studied with the flanker paradigm (Eriksen and Eriksen,
1974). Subjects are instructed to press a right or a left button according to
a central symbolic target (e.g., a left response to the letter H and a right
response to the letter S). The target is flanked by distractors calling for the
same (HHHHH or SSSSS) or the opposite response (SSHSS or HHSHH).
Incongruent flankers produce interference, leading to slower and less
accurate responses. Moreover, distributional analyses have revealed that
interference is larger early in the course of processing because errors are
concentrated in the leftmost part of the RT distribution (Gratton et al.,
1988). Extensions of the DDM explain performance in this task by an
increase of attentional selectivity during stimulus processing, resulting in
time-varying decision evidence. Two model extensions have been proposed, differing in whether selective attention proceeds in a discrete or
continuous manner (Fig. 2).

The dual-stage two-phase model of selective attention (DSTP) (Hübner et al., 2010) integrates early and late selection theories of attention
(Broadbent, 1958; Deutsch and Deutsch, 1963) into the DDM framework. An early stage of low selectivity drives a response selection diffusion process in phase 1. In the context of a flanker task, the drift rate for
this first phase is the sum of the attention-weighted sensory evidence
from the target tar and flanking items fl. If flankers are incongruent, fl
is negative, which decreases the net drift rate and enhances the probability of making fast errors. In parallel, a second diffusion process with drift
rate ss selects a target based on identity, which is more time consuming
but highly selective. Because two diffusion variables are racing, processing can be categorized into two main schemes. First, if the response
selection process hits a termination bound before the target identification process finishes, the model reduces to a standard DDM. Second, if
the target identification process wins the race, from that moment on, the
identified target drives response selection in phase 2 and the drift rate
increases discretely from tar ⫾ fl to ⫾ rs2. If target identification is
correct, then rs2 is positive and countervails early incorrect activations
in incongruent trials, explaining the improved accuracy of slower responses (see Fig. 2, left, for an illustration of this processing scheme). If
target identification is incorrect, rs2 is negative and the model generates
a slow perceptual error. To summarize, the time-varying drift rate v(t)
that drives the response selection process of the DSTP is given by a
piecewise function of the following form:

Phase 1: v共t兲 ⫽ fl ⫾ tar ; Phase 2: v共t兲 ⫽ ⫾ rs2
Alternatively, the shrinking spotlight model (SSP) (White et al., 2011)
incorporates principles of a “zoom-lens” model of visual spatial attention
(Eriksen and St James, 1986) into the DDM framework. Attention is
likened to a spotlight of a size that can be varied continuously depending
on task demands. For example, in the flanker task, the attention spotlight
is diffuse early in a given trial and progressively shrinks to focus on the
target (Fig. 2, right). Because attentional resources are assumed to be
fixed, the spotlight is modeled as the integral of a normalized Gaussian
distribution centered on the target. Attention shrinking is performed by
decreasing the SD sda of the Gaussian at a linear rate rd. Each item in the
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display is one unit wide with the exception of the outer flankers that
receive the excess of attention, ensuring that the spotlight area always
sum up to 1. Assuming a standard 5-item display with the target being
centered at 0, the quantity of attention allocated to the target, right inner
flanker and right outer flanker over time (the left flankers are symmetrical) is given as follows:

冕

2011). We thus developed an SSP-LCA that incorporates the shrinking
spotlight attentional mechanism developed by White et al. (2011b) into
the LCA framework. Contrary to the SSP, the perceptual input p of any
item in the display is always positive and feeds into different response
accumulators depending on the congruency condition. The SSP-LCA is
thus defined as follows:

再

.5

a target 共 t 兲 ⫽

N关0, sda 共t兲兴;

⫺.5

dx1 ⫽ (⫺kx1 ⫺ wx2 ⫹ I1(t))dt ⫹ sdW1
dx2 ⫽ (⫺kx2 ⫺ wx1 ⫹ I2(t))dt ⫹ sdW2

Where

冕

ainner 共t兲 ⫽

冕
⬁

1.5

N关0, sda 共t兲兴; aouter 共t兲 ⫽

.5

N关0, sda 共t兲兴

1.5

Where sda共t兲 ⫽ sda共0兲 ⫺ rd共t兲
The target and each flanker contribute the same quantity of sensory
evidence, referred to as perceptual input p (incongruent flankers have a
negative perceptual input). In each time step, perceptual inputs are
weighted by the allocated quantity of attention that defines the continuously evolving drift rate v(t):

v 共 t 兲 ⫽ p target a target 共 t 兲 ⫹ 2p inner a inner 共 t 兲 ⫹ 2p outer a outer 共 t 兲
For incongruent trials, v(t) initially favors the incorrect response and
progressively heads toward the correct bound as the spotlight shrinks.
Notice that v(t) is constant for congruent trials because attention weights
always sum up to 1.
The DSTP and SSP capture RT distributions and accuracy data from
flanker tasks under a wide variety of experimental manipulations (Hübner et al., 2010; White et al., 2011). This new generation of diffusion
models also explains particular interactions between flanker congruency
and well known psychological laws (Servant et al., 2014). However, the
DSTP and SSP so largely mimic each other on behavioral grounds that
it has proven difficult to determine the superiority of one model over
another. EMG indices will prove to be useful for constraining their
evidence accumulation dynamics and falsifying their latent processing assumptions.
LCA model. The LCA model assumes sensory evidence integration into
separate accumulators, each one representing a population of neurons
favoring one of the N possible response alternatives. It is neurally inspired in the sense that it takes into account leakage of integration and
assumes mutual inhibition between accumulators (Usher and McClelland, 2001). Assuming N ⫽ 2, accumulation processes x1 and x2 for
correct and incorrect response alternatives start at 0 and drift toward a
decision bound a according to the following:

再

再

I1 共t兲 ⫽ ptarget atarget 共t兲
incongruent I 共t兲 ⫽ 2p a 共t兲 ⫹ 2p a 共t兲
2
inner inner
outer outer

dx 1 ⫽ 共⫺kx 1 ⫺ wx 2 ⫹ I 1 兲 dt ⫹ sdW 1
dx 2 ⫽ 共⫺kx 2 ⫺ wx 1 ⫹ I 2 兲 dt ⫹ sdW 2

Where Ii represents the average increase of evidence for each response
alternative, ⫺kxi leakage of integration and ⫺wxi mutual inhibition.
Notice that the amount of mutual inhibition exerted by an accumulator
on the competing one grows linearly with its own activation. Likewise,
the leakage of one accumulator grows linearly with its own activation.
Because neural firing rates are never negative, a threshold-linear function
f(xi) is applied to each integration process such that f(xi) ⫽ 0 for xi ⬍ 0
and f(xi) ⫽ xi for xi ⱖ 0. The stochastic component of the LCA is similar
to that of the DDM.
The standard LCA generally predicts slower errors than correct responses. Like the standard DDM, the only way for the LCA to produce
faster errors than correct responses is to add across-trial variability in the
starting points of the accumulators (Usher and McClelland, 2001; Ratcliff and Smith, 2004). In the context of a flanker task, this additional
assumption would lead to equivalent increases in fast errors across congruency conditions, contrary to what is usually observed (Gratton et al.,
1988; Hübner et al., 2010; White et al., 2011; Servant et al., 2014). Therefore, the standard LCA cannot account for behavioral performance in the
flanker task for the same reason as for the standard DDM (White et al.,

congruent

再

I1 共t兲 ⫽ ptarget atarget 共t兲 ⫹ 2pinner ainner 共t兲 ⫹ 2pouter aouter 共t兲
I2 共t兲 ⫽ 0

The DSTP could also be rewritten in the LCA framework. However, the
model has seven free parameters. Incorporating leakage and mutual inhibition principles would result in at least six additional free parameters
(k1 and w1 for the target identification process, k2 and w2 for the response
selection process in phase 1, k3 and w3 for the response selection process
in phase 2). This would strongly increase the flexibility of the model and
the risk of parameter tradeoffs. For this reason, we analyzed a simpler
DSTP-LCA in which leakage and mutual inhibition are constrained to be
identical across processes. This model has nine free parameters and is
defined as follows:

再
再

dx1 ⫽ 共⫺kx1 ⫺ wx2 ⫹ I1 共t兲兲dt ⫹ sdW1
response selection dx ⫽ 共⫺kx ⫺ wx ⫹ I 共t兲兲dt ⫹ sdW
2
2
1
2
2
dx3 ⫽ 共⫺kx3 ⫺ wx4 ⫹ I3 共t兲兲dt ⫹ sdW3
target identification dx ⫽ 共⫺kx ⫺ wx ⫹ I 共t兲兲dt ⫹ sdW
4
4
3
4
4
where

I 3 ⫽  ss

I4 ⫽ 0

冦

Phase 1: I1 共t兲 ⫽ tar
I1 共t兲 ⫽ fl
Phase 2: I1 共t兲 ⫽ rs2 or 0
I2 共t兲 ⫽ rs2 or 0
incongruent depending of which process x 共t兲 or x 共t兲
3
4
has won the race

冦

Phase 1: I1 共t兲 ⫽ tar ⫹ fl
I2 共t兲 ⫽ 0
I2 共t兲 ⫽ rs2 or 0
Phase 2: I1 共t兲 ⫽ rs2 or 0
congruent depending of which process x 共t兲 or x 共t兲
3
4
has won the race

Participants

Twelve students (mean age ⫽ 22.9 years, SD ⫽ 4.1, 4 males and 8 females) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in the
study and were paid 10 Euros/h. They were not aware of the purpose of
the experiment. This experiment was approved by the ethical committee
of the Aix-Marseille University and by the Comité de Protection des
Personnes Sud Méditerrannée 1 (approval #1041). Participants gave
their informed written consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

Stimuli and apparatus
Each stimulus array consisted in five white letters (S or H) presented on
the horizontal midline of a 12.18° ⫻ 9.15° black field. The target letter
was always presented at the center of the screen. A congruent stimulus
array consisted of the target letter flanked by identical letters (SSSSS or
HHHHH). An incongruent array consisted of the target letter flanked by
the alternative letters (SSHSS or HHSHH). Each letter subtended 0.7° of
visual angle with 0.6° separation between the letters. Responses were
made by pressing either a left or a right button with the corresponding
thumb. Buttons were fixed on the top of two plastic cylinders (3 cm in
diameter, 7 cm in height) separated by a distance of 10 cm. Button clo-
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sures were transmitted to the parallel port of the recording PC to reach
high temporal precision.

Procedure
Participants were tested in a dark and sound-shielded Faraday cage and
seated in a comfortable chair 100 cm in front of a CRT monitor with a
refresh rate of 75 Hz. They were instructed to respond quickly and accurately to a central letter (H or S) and ignore flanking letters. Half of the
participants gave a left-hand response to the letter H and a right-hand
response to the letter S. This mapping was reversed for the other half.
Stimulus presentation and collection of data were controlled using components of Psychopy (Peirce, 2007). Participants first performed 96 practice trials and worked through 15 blocks of 96 trials. Practice trials were
excluded from analyses. All types of trials (SSSSS, HHHHH, SSHSS,
HHSHH) were equiprobable and presented in a pseudorandom order so
that first-order congruency sequences (i.e., congruent-incongruent CI,
CC, IC, II) occurred the same number of times. On every trial, a stimulus
array was presented and remained on the screen until a response was
given. The next trial started 1000 ms after stimulus offset.

Model fitting
The DSTP, SSP, DSTP-LCA, and SSP-LCA were fit to each individual
dataset using standard quantile-based methods. Basically, the models
were simulated using a random walk numerical approximation and a
0.001 s time step to produce probabilities and RT quantiles (0.1, 0.3, 0.5,
0.7, 0.9) for correct and error responses. Those values were compared
against data through a G 2 likelihood ratio statistic (Ratcliff and Smith,
2004) as follows:

G2 ⫽ 2

冉冘 冘
2

X

ni

i⫽1

p ij log

j⫽1

p ij
 ij

冊

The outer summation over i extends over the two flanker congruency
conditions. ni is the number of valid trials per condition. The variable X
represents the number of bins bounded by RT quantiles for each distribution pair of correct and error responses. Because errors are scarce in
the congruent condition, we only took into account their median RT.
Therefore, X ⫽ 8 (6 bins for correct responses and 2 bins for errors) for
the congruent condition and X ⫽ 12 otherwise. pij and ij are, respectively, the observed and predicted proportions of responses in bin j of
condition i. No parameter was allowed to vary between congruency conditions apart from the sign of p for the SSP and the sign of fl for the
DSTP. The magnitude of noise s served as a scaling parameter and was set
to 0.1 in all models (Ratcliff and Smith, 2004). We assumed unbiased
starting points of diffusion processes given that all types of trials were
equiprobable. The G 2 statistic was minimized by a SIMPLEX routine
(Nelder and Mead, 1965) to obtain best-fitting model parameters. Eighty
thousand trials were simulated for each congruency condition and minimization cycle (the following model simulations always contain 80,000
trials per congruency condition). Each model was fit several times using
the best-fitting values from the previous fits as the new starting values
for the next run. Different sets of initial parameter values were used to
ensure that the SIMPLEX gradient descent does not reach a local minimum. For the DSTP and SSP diffusion models, initial values for each
parameter were randomly chosen from uniform distributions bounded
by the minimum and maximum of previous reported fits of the models
(Hübner et al., 2010; White et al., 2011; Hübner and Töbel, 2012; Servant
et al., 2014). For the DSTP-LCA and SSP-LCA models, we broadened
these bounds to take into account previous reported fits of the standard
LCA. Because the DSTP-LCA and SSP-LCA have never been fit to data,
we checked our results by running a global optimizer (differential evolution; Storn and Price, 1997). Both methods gave approximately similar
results.
The G 2 likelihood ratio statistic was considered as a relative measure of
fit quality and was completed by a BIC statistic (Schwarz, 1978) that
penalizes models as a function of their number of free parameters f (the
best model is the one with the smaller BIC) as follows:

BIC ⫽ G 2 ⫹ f log

冘
2

i⫽1

ni

Where ni is the number of valid trials per condition. The goodness-of-fit
of the models can also be appreciated in Figure 3, where data and model
predictions averaged over participants are represented as quantile probability functions (QPFs). QPFs are constructed by plotting RT quantiles
(y-axis) of the distributions of correct and incorrect responses for each
experimental condition against the corresponding response type proportion (x-axis).

EMG recordings and signal processing
The EMG activities of the flexor pollicis brevis of both hands were recorded by means of 2 pairs of Ag/Cl electrodes (BIOSEMI Active-Two
electrodes) glued 2 cm apart on the thenar eminence (sampling rate ⫽
2048 Hz). This activity was filtered after acquisition (high-pass ⫽ 10 Hz).
The EMG signal was processed with BrainAnalyser (Brain Products) and
custom programs written in Python (www.python.org). The onset of
EMG activity was detected by running the EMG Onset Search method as
implemented in BrainAnalyser (Brain Products). The method is based on
an algorithm developed by Van Boxtel et al. (1993). For each trial, the
mean and SD amplitude of a 200 ms prestimulus baseline were first
computed. EMG onset was then detected when the amplitude of the
signal exceeds n⫻SD, n being manually adapted per participant as a
function of signal-to-noise. A backward search for a sign change in the
second derivative peak was finally performed to refine the precision of
the detection. Because EMG onset detection algorithms are imperfect
(Van Boxtel et al., 1993), inaccurate EMG onset markers were manually
corrected after visual inspection. Indeed, it has been shown that visual
inspection remains the most accurate technique (Staude et al., 2001),
especially for detecting small changes in EMG activity such as partial
errors. The experimenter who corrected the markers was unaware of the
type of mapping the EMG traces corresponded to. Trials were classified
“correct” or “error” depending on whether button closure took place in
the correct or incorrect EMG channel. Among correct trials, trials in
which an incorrect EMG activity preceded the correct one (“partial error
trials”; Fig. 1A) were dissociated from “pure correct trials.” “Other” trials
(10.7%) containing tonic muscular activity or patterns of EMG bursts
not categorizable in the above classes were discarded from analyses.

Data analyses
Unless specified, all statistical analyses were performed by means of
repeated-measures ANOVAs with flanker congruency as factor. Proportions were arc-sine transformed before being submitted to ANOVA to
stabilize their variance (Winer, 1971). EMG analyses focused on partial
errors and associated chronometric indices, the latency of partial errors,
and their correction time (time from the incorrect EMG activation to the
correct one; Fig. 1A). Partial error EMG surfaces were measured as follows. For each subject and congruency condition, EMG bursts corresponding to partial errors were rectified, baseline corrected, averaged,
and time locked to their onset. The cumulative sum of the averaged
partial error burst was then computed and the 90 th percentile was taken
as an estimate of the surface. The same procedure was applied to EMG
bursts of overt responses.

Results
Behavioral data
Responses faster than 100 ms and slower than 1500 ms were
excluded from behavioral and EMG analyses (0.2% of total trials). There was a reliable congruency effect on mean RT (congruent M ⫽ 418 ms; incongruent M ⫽ 461 ms; F(1,11) ⫽ 164.5; p ⬍
0.001; Table 1). The congruency effect was also obvious on error
rates (congruent M ⫽ 2.3%; incongruent M ⫽ 6%; F(1,11) ⫽ 39.7,
p ⬍ 0.001).
Model fits
Figure 3 shows that the DSTP, SSP, and LCA-SSP capture the
main trends of the data with substantial mimicry. Most of the
fitting points fall within 95% confidence intervals. The DSTPLCA overestimates each RT quantile of errors in the incongruent
condition and fails to account for the fast response capture by the
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Figure 3. Observed (points) versus predicted (crosses) QPFs for each congruency condition averaged over the 12 participants. Each data point is accompanied by a 95% confidence interval
assuming a Student’s t distribution and between-subject conventional SEs.
Table 1. Error rates and mean RTs (ms) averaged across participants
Condition

Error rate (%)

Correct RT

Error RT

Congruent trials
Incongruent trials

2.31 (1.31)
5.99 (2.99)

418 (48)
461 (50)

378 (54)
383 (53)

SDs across participants are provided in parentheses.

flankers (Gratton et al., 1988). Although the SSP-LCA has the
lowest G 2 statistic, the BIC slightly favors the SSP (Table 2). All
models, however, overestimate the median RT for congruent trials. Inspection of individual fits reveals that the misfit of the
DSTP and SSP is due to a failure of the models to capture the
unusually fast median RT of errors in the congruent condition for
subjects 4, 6, and 11 (Fig. 4, left). The median RT of errors in the
congruent condition is generally similar to that of correct RT
(Servant et al., 2014; White et al., 2011; see also the present individual data). The unusually fast median RT observed in three
datasets may either be due to a high proportion of fast guesses or
to the very low rate of errors that may bias the estimation of the
median RT (subject 4 had the lowest rate of errors in the congruent condition 0.8%). Fast guesses could be captured by adding
across-trial variability in the starting point of the accumulation

process (White et al., 2011). However, we deliberately excluded
variability parameters from our analyses to focus on the primary
components of the models.
Inspection of DSTP-LCA and SSP-LCA individual fits (Fig. 4,
right) reveals that the models overestimate the median RT of errors
in the congruent condition more strongly and frequently compared
with the SSP or DSTP because the DSTP-LCA and SSP-LCA produce slower errors than correct responses in the congruent condition, a pattern rarely observed empirically. Analysis of best-fitting
parameters (Table 2) reveals leak dominance (i.e., mutual inhibition
much weaker than leak; for illustrations and theoretical details about
this LCA processing regime, see Tsetsos et al., 2011). On average, the
best-fitting mutual inhibition parameter (w) was small for both
models, showing that they approach a race (inhibition-free) model
(Bogacz et al., 2006). This point will be discussed later.
EMG data
The proportion of partial errors was higher in the incongruent
(M ⫽ 26.8%) compared with the congruent (M ⫽ 14.4%) condition (F(1,11) ⫽ 76.5; p ⬍ 0.001; Table 3). Partial errors were
slower in the incongruent (M ⫽ 231 ms) compared with the
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Table 2. Best-fitting parameter values and fit statistics averaged across participants
DSTP

tar

fl

a

c

Ter

ss

rs2

G2

BIC

0.128 (0.01)

0.080 (0.006)

0.149 (0.013)

0.136 (0.017)

216 (25)

0.362 (0.041)

0.915 (0.106)

79.4 (35)

130.3 (35)

sda

a

rd

Ter

G2

BIC

0.117 (0.012)

0.063 (0.006)

259 (25)

83.2 (36)

119.6 (36)

SSP
p
0.356 (0.053)

2.59 (0.2)

DSTP-LCA

tar

fl

a

c

Ter

ss

rs2

0.209 (0.02)

0.226 (0.047)

0.136 (0.011)

0.126 (0.009)

138 (27)

0.541 (0.041)

sda

a

rd

0.102 (0.013)

0.034 (0.005)

k

w

G2

BIC

1.73 (0.97)

0.427 (0.322)

93.9 (44)

157.5 (40)

Ter

k

w

G2

BIC

200 (17)

2.49 (1.38)

0.478 (0.629)

71.4 (35)

122.3 (35)

1.09 (0.29)

SSP-LCA
p
0.578 (0.083)

2.82 (0.412)

SDs across participants are shown in parentheses. tar , Component rate for the target; fl , component rate for the flankers; a, boundary separation for the response selection process; ss , drift rate for the target identification process; c,
boundary separation for the target identification process; rs2 , drift rate for response selection in phase 2; Ter, nondecision time; p, perceptual input; sda , spotlight width; rd , spotlight shrinking rate; k, leakage; w, mutual inhibition.

Figure 4.

Observed (points) versus predicted (crosses) QPFs for each congruency condition and participant.

congruent (M ⫽ 213 ms) condition (F(1,11) ⫽ 18.6, p ⬍ 0.005),
just as correction times (incongruent M ⫽ 149 ms; congruent
M ⫽ 137 ms, F(1,11) ⫽ 23.9, p ⬍ 0.001). These findings are close to
those obtained by Burle et al. (2008) with a comparable flanker
task design. Those researchers reported rates of 14% and 22% for
partial errors in congruent and incongruent conditions, respec-

tively. A reanalysis of their data also revealed slower partial errors
and correction times for incongruent than congruent conditions
(F(1,9) ⫽ 27.5, p ⬍ 0.001 and F(1,9) ⫽ 13.4, p ⬍ 0.005).
Figure 5A displays EMG bursts of partial errors and overt
responses averaged over the 12 participants. EMG surfaces were
submitted to an ANOVA with congruency and EMG burst type
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Table 3. EMG data and model predictions averaged across participants
Partial error rate (%)

EMG
DSTP
SSP
DSTP-LCA
SSP-LCA

Mean latency of partial errors (ms)

Mean correction time (ms)

m

Congruent

Incongruent

Congruent

Incongruent

Congruent

Incongruent

0.0395 (0.01)
0.0287 (0.008)
0.0851 (0.012)
0.0686 (0.011)

14.4 (5.9)
14.6 (7.0)
11.3 (5.1)
10.0 (5.7)
12.9 (5.5)

26.8 (10.8)
26.1 (9.7)
28.0 (10.4)
29.3 (11.6)
28.3 (11.2)

213 (35)
239 (31)
271 (34)
305 (39)
317 (40)

231 (29)
248 (34)
247 (32)
277 (37)
277 (38)

137 (34)
148 (23)
143 (27)
64 (13)
53 (11)

149 (33)
160 (26)
147 (25)
98 (22)
78 (12)

Partial error latencies predicted by the models incorporate an estimate of sensory encoding time. SDs across participants are shown in parentheses. m, Incorrect EMG bound.

Figure 5. A, Grand averages of rectified electromyographic activities time locked to EMG onset for partial errors (green lines), correct (black), and incorrect (red) overt responses. Plain lines
represent congruent trials; dashed lines represent incongruent trials. Because errors are scarce in the congruent condition, the corresponding noisy data were removed for more clarity. B, Averaged
sampled paths for partial error trials (green lines) in each congruency condition time locked to the starting point of the accumulation process z. Sample paths were generated by the SSP diffusion
model using best-fitting parameters averaged over participants and model framework shown in Figure 1B. Alternative models made a similar prediction (data not shown here for sake of brevity).
Averaged sample paths for overt responses have a necessarily higher amplitude because they reach a decision termination bound.

(partial errors vs correct EMG bursts) as factors. Because overt
errors are scarce, particularly in the congruent condition, they
were removed from this analysis. The ANOVA revealed a main
effect of trial type (F(1,11) ⫽ 62.1, p ⬍ 0.001). Correct EMG bursts
had a much higher amplitude compared with partial errors, consistent with previous work (Rochet et al., 2014; Burle et al., 2014).
The interaction between trial type and congruency was also significant (F(1,11) ⫽ 6.7, p ⬍ 0.05). Contrasts showed that the surface of partial errors was larger in the incongruent compared with
the congruent condition (F(1,11) ⫽ 9.7, p ⬍ 0.01). No congruency
effect was apparent on correct EMG bursts (F(1,11) ⬍ 1).
Simulation study
A straightforward way to reconcile EMG findings of partial errors
with sequential sampling models is to hypothesize two different
types of bounds for the response selection process: (1) internal
EMG bounds that trigger EMG activation and (2) standard
bounds that terminate the decision and trigger a mechanical response. For the DSTP and SSP diffusion models, we assume EMG
bounds at locations m (incorrect activation) and a-m (correct
activation; Fig. 1B). For the DSTP-LCA and SSP-LCA models, we
assume a single EMG bound m within each response accumulator
(Fig. 1C). After an EMG bound is hit, evidence continues to
accumulate until a decision termination bound is reached, giving
the models potentiality to overcome incorrect EMG activation
thanks to time-varying drift rate dynamics. Also note that there is

still residual nondecision time after the termination bound is
reached. Termination bounds cannot correspond directly to a
mechanical button press because motor execution would be fully
determined by the decision process. However, single-cell recordings in monkeys suggest non-decision-related motor-processing
latencies (e.g., Roitman and Shadlen, 2002). Therefore, our
model framework assumes that both decision-related and nondecision-related motor components contribute to EMG activity.
Diffusion models produce a partial error when a sample path
hits the incorrect EMG bound m, but finally reaches the correct
decision termination bound a (Fig. 1B). LCA models produce a
partial error when the sample path of the accumulator favoring
the incorrect response hits the EMG bound m, but that of the
competing correct accumulator reaches the first decision termination bound a (Fig. 1C). Coupled with the time-varying evidence accumulation principle, EMG bounds provide a simple
and intuitive explanation of EMG surface findings (Fig. 5B) and
may account for the rate of partial errors across congruency conditions. To examine this conjecture, the models were simulated
using previously obtained best-fitting parameters. For each participant, the incorrect EMG bound m was fit to partial error rates
by minimizing the following loss function with a SIMPLEX
routine:

Loss ⫽

冘 共e ⫺  兲
2

i⫽1

i

i

2
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Where e and  represent observed and predicted partial error
rates for each congruency condition i. It should be emphasized
that the parameter m was not allowed to vary between congruency conditions. A simulation study was then conducted to analyze, for each participant, predicted partial error latencies and
correction times (time between first hits of the incorrect EMG
bound and the correct EMG bound). Contrary to correction
times, observed and predicted partial error latencies cannot be
compared directly: one would need knowledge of the duration of
sensory encoding time Te that affects the partial error latencies
generated by the accumulator. Although Te contributes to the
nondecision time parameter Ter, Ter also incorporates a nondecision-related motor time (MT). Two methods can thus be
considered to estimate Te. The first method consists in removing,
for each participant p and congruency condition i, all nondecision-related motor components from Ter as follows:
Te 共 p,i 兲 ⫽ Ter 共p 兲

⫺ 共 observed EMG MT 共 p,i 兲 ⫺ predicted decision-related MT 共 p,i 兲 兲
⫺ corticomuscular delay

Where the observed EMG MT is the latency from the correct
EMG activation to the mechanical response (Fig. 1A) and the
predicted decision-related MT is the latency between first hits of
the correct EMG bound and the correct decision termination
bound. Observed EMG MT and predicted decision-related MT
were computed using correct responses from both pure correct
and partial error trials. We also removed from Ter a necessary
corticomuscular delay for the contraction of the flexor pollicis
brevis. We took the upper limit of this motor conduction time
estimated at 25 ms by a previous TMS/EMG study (range 20 –25
ms; Burle et al., 2002). The second method consists in adjusting
Te to minimize the error between observed and predicted partial
error latencies for each congruency condition and participant, Te
being bounded by simple physiological constraints. The lower
bound for Te was defined as the minimal response latency of
neurons from the primary visual cortex (⬃40 ms; Poghosyan and
Ioannides, 2007). The upper bound was defined as Ter minus the
corticomuscular delay. Following the generally accepted hypothesis that flanker congruency does not affect sensory encoding
processes (Kornblum et al., 1990; Ridderinkhof et al., 1995; Liu et
al., 2008; Hübner et al., 2010; White et al., 2011), Te was also
constrained to be fixed across congruency conditions. Because
both methods yielded similar conclusions, we only report results
from the first method where Te is a prediction of the models, not
a fit to data.
Simulation results
Table 3 shows best-fitting values for the incorrect EMG bound m
along with predicted partial error rates/latencies and correction
times averaged over participants. All models approximately captured the observed partial error rates across congruency conditions, with the best fit provided by the DSTP. However, predicted
partial error latencies and correction times across congruency
conditions differ as a function of processing assumptions. We
will first present simulation results from the DDM and then the
LCA models.
DSTP and SSP simulation results
Figure 6 illustrates the relationship between observed and predicted mean partial error latencies (incorporating our estimate of
Te) for each congruency condition and participant. The intersub-
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ject correlation between these two variables was very high both
for congruent (DSTP: r ⫽ 0.9, p ⬍ 0.001; SSP: r ⫽ 0.88, p ⬍
0.001) and incongruent (DSTP: r ⫽ 0.88, p ⬍ 0.001; SSP: r ⫽
0.86, p ⬍ 0.001) conditions. Importantly, this correlation was
systematically higher compared with that obtained when removing Te (DSTP: congruent r ⫽ 0.57, p ⫽ 0.06, incongruent r ⫽
0.41, p ⬎ 1; SSP: congruent r ⫽ 0.5, p ⫽ 0.1, incongruent r ⫽ 0.4,
p ⬎ 0.1; data not shown), which reassured us that our strategy for
estimating Te is pertinent. The regression slopes were close to one
(Fig. 6, insets), particularly for the incongruent condition in
which partial error rates are higher and latencies better estimated.
The mismatch between model predictions and experimental data
is mainly due to a fixed offset. Mean partial error latencies are
overestimated by 26 ms (congruent condition) and 17 ms (incongruent) on average for the DSTP and by 58 ms (congruent) and
16 ms (incongruent) on average for the SSP (Table 3). The more
important mismatch of the SSP in the congruent condition is due
to a failure of the model to capture the observed congruency
effect on partial error latencies, as detailed below.
The DSTP predicted faster partial errors in the congruent
compared with the incongruent condition (t(11) ⫽ 5.6, p ⬍ 0.001,
paired sample t test; Fig. 7, Table 3), in agreement with observed
data, whereas the SSP predicted the reverse pattern (t(11) ⫽ ⫺12.1
p ⬍ 0.001). These opposite predicted effects are not explained by
differences in Te; on average, we found approximately similar Te
estimates across congruency conditions for each model (DSTP:
congruent M ⫽ 154 ms, incongruent M ⫽ 153 ms; SSP: congruent M ⫽ 192 ms, incongruent M ⫽ 194 ms), consistent with the
hypothesis that flanker congruency does not affect sensory encoding processes (Kornblum et al., 1990; Ridderinkhof et al.,
1995; Liu et al., 2008; Hübner et al., 2010; White et al., 2011). The
opposite model predictions are instead explained by differences
in drift rate dynamics. Averaged model fits show that flanker
interference is originally larger in the SSP (v(t) ⫽ ⫺0.244) compared with the DSTP (tar ⫺ fl ⫽ 0.047). Moreover, the drift
rate for the response selection process of the DSTP starts off
strong in congruent trials (tar ⫹ fl ⫽ 0.208) and gets 4.4 times
stronger after stimulus identification (rs2 ⫽ 0.915). Contrary to
the SSP, a partial error must occur very early, because the second
phase of response selection makes it unlikely that the diffusion
would dip below the incorrect EMG bound m.
Both DDM models predicted faster correction times for congruent than incongruent conditions (DSTP: t(11) ⫽ 6.2, p ⬍
0.001; SSP: t(11) ⫽ 3.9, p ⬍ 0.005), in agreement with observed
EMG data (Table 3). Figure 8 displays observed and predicted
cumulative distribution functions of correction times averaged
over participants for each congruency condition. Cumulative
distribution functions were constructed by computing correction time quantiles (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9). Both models captured
fairly well the distribution of correction times across congruency
conditions. It should be emphasized that the gray crosses of Figure 8 are not a fit to data, which makes the performance of diffusion models even more impressive.
Predicted decision-related MTs are smaller than observed
EMG MTs (Fig. 9, compare the ordinate of data points across
subplots), leaving some residual latency for non-decision-related
motor components, consistent with our model framework. If
predicted decision-related MTs have physiological validity, then
they should correlate with observed EMG MT. We thus computed the intersubject correlation between predicted decisionrelated MTs and observed EMG MTs for correct responses. This
correlation proved to be very high (SSP: congruent r ⫽ 0.87, p ⬍
0.001, incongruent r ⫽ 0.86, p ⬍ 0.001; DSTP: congruent r ⫽ 0.9,
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Figure 6. Predicted versus observed mean partial error latency (both in ms) for each participant and congruency condition. Model predictions are not a fit to data and incorporate an estimate of
sensory encoding time (see text for details). Also shown are lines of best fit for each congruency condition (dashed lines, equation provided in the insets) and the ideal y ⫽ x line (plain line).

p ⬍ 0.001, incongruent r ⫽ 0.9, p ⬍ 0.001). In addition to this
relationship, the model framework makes another nontrivial
prediction: when the incorrect EMG bound m increases (i.e.,
moves further away from the termination bounds), the rate of
partial errors increases as well as the decision-related MT for
correct responses. In other words, for each congruency condition, a positive correlation between the rate of partial errors and
the EMG MT of correct responses is predicted. Figure 9 shows
that this association holds in our data, and a high positive correlation was found both for congruent (r ⫽ 0.80, p ⬍ 0.005) and
incongruent (r ⫽ 0.79, p ⬍ 0.005) conditions. Similar results
were obtained by correlating partial error rates to EMG MT of
correct responses from pure correct trials (congruent: r ⫽ 0.80,
p ⬍ 0.005; incongruent: r ⫽ 0.81, p ⬍ 0.005) and to EMG MT of
correct responses from partial error trials (congruent: r ⫽ 0.80,
p ⬍ 0.005; incongruent: r ⫽ 0.79, p ⬍ 0.005) separately.
Although our extended diffusion model framework explains
several aspects of behavioral and EMG flanker task data, it does
not specify how EMG activity stops. We assumed that EMG activity starts when the weight of evidence for one response alternative exceeds a criterion (EMG bound). One could hypothesize
that EMG activity stops when the weight of evidence steps back
and returns below this criterion. This assumption appears inap-

propriate. In our simulations, we observed that sample paths
often meander round EMG bounds (resulting in several hits).
Taken literally, such meandering diffusion would trigger a volley
of EMG bursts. However, such trials are scarce; only a small proportion of observed trials contain multiple EMG bursts (classified as “other” trials in the present study). We ran a final
simulation of the models using best-fitting parameters averaged
over participants to determine the percentage of partial error
trials in which the sample path meander round the correct EMG
bound a-m after the partial error. Those percentages were abnormally high (DSTP: congruent ⫽ 60%, incongruent ⫽ 58%; SSP:
congruent ⫽ 78%; incongruent ⫽ 78%). This finding may suggest that the magnitude of diffusion noise s is too high. This
parameter serves as a scaling parameter and has traditionally been
fixed to 0.1 (Ratcliff and Smith, 2004), but this value does not rely
on any neurophysiological principle. A lower amount of noise
would make the diffusion process more deterministic, meaning
that the sample path would not hover around the EMG bound.
Alternatively, EMG activity may stop when the sample path reaches
the opposite EMG bound. This hypothesis predicts that the end of
the partial error matches the onset of the corrective EMG burst.
However, results from Burle et al. (2008) suggested the existence of a
gap between the two events. In the current data, we detected the end
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and drift rate dynamics of the two models
are different. In particular, when a correct
target is identified in the congruent condition, the drift rate of the DSTP-LCA’s
incorrect response accumulator drops at 0
(and not ⫺rs2). The DSTP-LCA can thus
generate slow partial errors in the congruent condition, contrary to the diffusion
model version.
Analysis of LCA model dynamics revealed another important problem. In a
substantial number of partial error trials,
the sample path of the accumulator favoring the incorrect response hit the EMG
bound, whereas the sample path of the
correct accumulator had already engaged
correct EMG activity and was located between m and a. This phenomenon was
more frequent in congruent (DSTP-LCA:
42%; SSP-LCA: 42%) than in incongruent
(DSTP-LCA: 21%; SSP-LCA: 22%) trials.
Trials with overlapping correct and incorrect EMG bursts are rare in the observed
data (Fig. 10), particularly when the incorrect EMG burst starts after the correct
one. In this latter case (classified as
Figure 7. Magnitude (in ms) of observed and predicted congruency effect on partial error latencies for each participant. Model
“other” trials), the correction time would
predictions incorporate an estimate of sensory encoding time.
be negative, which is meaningless. We
thus excluded such trials from our correcof each observed partial error by visual inspection and analyzed the
tion time analysis. Even in this favorable case, the DSTP-LCA and
cumulative distribution function of the delta difference between the
SSP-LCA strongly underestimated correction times (Fig. 8, Table
corrective EMG burst onset latency and the end of the partial error.
3). These failures of the LCA models suggest that the coactivation
Figure 10 shows that delta is always positive, even for the lowest
of the two competing accumulators is problematic. Response coquantile, refuting the matching hypothesis.
activation cannot occur in the DDM framework because evidence for one response alternative is evidence against the other
DSTP-LCA and SSP-LCA simulation results
alternative. The only way in the LCA to reduce coactivation is to
The intersubject correlation between observed and predicted
increase the mutual inhibition parameter w. This contrasts with
mean partial error latencies (incorporating our estimate of Te)
the best fits to the behavioral data, which required a low amount
was high for each LCA model and congruency condition (DSTPof mutual inhibition (Table 2). For thoroughness, we simulated
LCA: congruent r ⫽ 0.71, p ⬍ 0.01, incongruent r ⫽ 0.87, p ⬍
the LCA models with high mutual inhibition (w ⫽ 6) to deter0.001; SSP-LCA: congruent r ⫽ 0.76, p ⬍ 0.005, incongruent r ⫽
mine whether they could capture the behavioral and EMG data.
0.83, p ⬍ 0.001), although the correlation coefficient in the conAt the EMG level, the models predicted slower correction times
gruent condition was smaller compared with diffusion models
and a reduced proportion of abnormal partial error trials. At the
(Fig. 6). Correlations were systematically higher than those obbehavioral level, however, they overestimated accuracy and the
tained when removing Te (DSTP-LCA: congruent r ⫽ 0.38, p ⬎
skew of RT distributions for correct responses. Therefore, it ap0.1, incongruent r ⫽ 0.29, p ⬎ 1; SSP-LCA: congruent r ⫽ 0.53,
pears that the LCA models cannot simultaneously account for the
p ⫽ 0.08, incongruent r ⫽ 0.59, p ⬍ 0.05).
behavioral and EMG data without drastically changing the level
Both models strongly overestimated partial error latencies in
of mutual inhibition. In contrast, the DDMs, particularly DSTP,
the congruent condition (DSTP-LCA: magnitude of overestimaaccounted for both behavioral and EMG data with the same astion congruent M ⫽ 92 ms, incongruent M ⫽ 46 ms; SSP-LCA:
sumption of perfect inhibition.
congruent M ⫽ 104 ms, incongruent M ⫽ 46 ms) and thus preBeyond these important failures, we found some similarities
dicted faster partial errors in the incongruent compared with the
between LCA and DDM model performance. Predicted decisioncongruent condition (t(11) ⫽ ⫺7.4, p ⬍ 0.001 and t(11) ⫽ ⫺13.5,
related MTs were smaller than observed EMG MTs (Fig. 9), and
p ⬍ 0.001 for the DSTP-LCA and SSP-LCA respectively; Fig. 7,
the two variables were strongly correlated (DSTP-LCA: congruTable 3), opposite to empirical findings. Estimated Tes were apent r ⫽ 0.91, p ⬍ 0.001, incongruent r ⫽ 0.82, p ⬍ 0.005; SSPproximately similar across congruency conditions for the SSPLCA: congruent r ⫽ 0.91, p ⬍ 0.001, incongruent r ⫽ 0.9, p ⬍
LCA (congruent: M ⫽ 138 ms; incongruent: M ⫽ 139 ms), but
0.001). The LCA models also predict a positive correlation benot for the DSTP-LCA (congruent: M ⫽ 84 ms; incongruent M ⫽
tween the rate of partial errors and the EMG MT of correct re69 ms). In addition to the congruency effect on Te, notice that the
sponses for each congruency condition (Fig. 9). Finally, we found
incorrect response accumulator of the DSTP-LCA also generates
that sample paths of the correct response accumulator often
faster partial errors in the incongruent (M ⫽ 208 ms) compared
hover around the EMG bound after a partial error (DSTP-LCA:
with the congruent condition (M ⫽ 221 ms). Although this result
congruent ⫽ 40%, incongruent ⫽ 48%; SSP-LCA: congruent ⫽
appears at odds with the DSTP diffusion model, the architecture
55%; incongruent ⫽ 67% of partial error trials). Because both the
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LCA and DDM models were simulated
with s ⫽ 0.1, this result further supports
the hypothesis that the magnitude of noise
is too high.

Discussion
Most decisions that we make build upon
multiple streams of sensory evidence and
control mechanisms are needed to filter
out irrelevant information. The DDM has
recently been extended to account for decisions about relevance (Hübner et al.,
2010; White et al., 2011). Although this
new generation of models incorporates
attention filters that weight sensory evidence in a flexible and goal-directed way,
it preserves the longstanding hypothesis
that motor execution occurs only once a
decision termination bound is reached. At
face value, the mere presence of EMG partial errors during the decision process
(Coles et al., 1985; Burle et al., 2014)
seems to challenge this view. Consistent
with this, we found a flanker congruency
effect on partial error EMG surfaces, suggesting that part of motor activity is underpinned by the decision process. We
thus assumed that the brain engages motor activity when the weight of evidence
for one response alternative exceeds a first
criterion (EMG bound). Importantly, evidence continues to accumulate until a
standard decision termination bound is
reached, offering the potentiality to overcome incorrect EMG activation thanks to
time-varying drift rate dynamics. Under Figure 8. Cumulative distribution functions of observed (diamonds) and predicted (crosses) correction times (in ms) for each
this assumption, a DDM implementing a congruency condition averaged over the 12 participants. Predicted correction times are not a fit to data.
discrete improvement of attentional selectivity (DSTP) captured the rate, EMG
EMG bounds incorporated into a single-model accumulator map
surface, and latency of partial errors across congruency condionto activities of numerous accumulator neurons that encode
tions along with the speed of the correction process. The model
confidence signals in the parietal cortex (Schall, 2004). The e
also predicted a positive correlation between partial error rates
pluribus unum model developed by Zandbelt et al. (2014) sheds
and EMG MTs, which was empirically verified, supporting the
light on this issue. The model demonstrates that ensembles of
hypothesis that part of EMG activity reflects up-to-date infornumerous and redundant accumulator neurons can generate a
mation about the decision.
RT distribution similar to that predicted by a single accumulator,
Within the theoretical framework of a standard DDM, Kiani
provided that accumulation rates are moderately correlated and
and Shadlen (2009) have recently demonstrated that a confidence
RT is not determined by the lowest and highest accumulation
signal is encoded by the same neurons that represent the decision
rates. Decision-bound invariance across trials also arises from the
variable in the parietal cortex. Confidence is defined as the log
accumulation neural network dynamics under similar condiodds probability favoring one alternative over the other and detions. Therefore, the use of a single-model accumulator coupled
pends upon accumulated evidence (see Fig. 4 B in Kiani and
with our assumption of EMG and decision-bound invariance are
Shadlen, 2009). Its main properties are that log odds correct depertinent to model the present behavioral and EMG data if these
creases when decision time increases and accumulated evidence
broad and reasonable constraints also hold with time-varying
for the incorrect alternative increases. We may speculate that the
accumulation rates.
brain engages motor activity in an adaptive way when the accuAn alternative formalism is the change-of-mind diffusion
mulated evidence reaches a sufficiently high degree of confimodel
proposed by Resulaj et al. (2009). According to this view,
dence. In case of partial errors, evidence accumulation would
partial
errors
would reflect an initial decision that is subsequently
rapidly drift toward the incorrect decision bound, resulting in
revised. The model assumes that evidence accumulation carries
high confidence for the incorrect response. If the weight of evion in the postdecision period. The initial decision is revised if a
dence starts to favor the correct response (after attentional selec“change-of-mind bound” is reached within a time period or retion), then the confidence signal would drop dramatically,
affirmed otherwise. The model builds upon a time-constant difleaving space for correction. Our constant EMG bounds may be a
fusion process and was not designed to account for decisions
simplified realization of this idea. However, it is unclear how
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Figure 9. Left, Observed EMG MT (in ms) for correct trials versus observed partial error rate for each congruency condition and participant. Also shown are lines of best fit (dashed lines) and
Pearson’s r coefficient correlations. Right, Predicted decision-related MT for correct trials (in ms) versus predicted partial error rate from each model, congruency condition, and participant.

access (see Shadlen and Kiani, 2013, for a
discussion about the links between evidence accumulation and consciousness).
Further work is required to determine
whether a change-of-mind model provides a better explanation of EMG empirical findings than our EMG-bound
model.
By linking EMG activity to sensory evidence accumulation, our study introduces a new methodology to test latent
assumptions of formal decision-making
models. Partial errors provide an intermediate measure of evidence accumulation
at the single trial level and appear useful to
constrain model dynamics. We put into
test two extended DDMs (DSTP and SSP)
that strongly mimic each other on behavioral grounds despite qualitatively different processing assumptions (Hübner et
al., 2010; White et al., 2011). These models
made opposite predictions with regard to
the direction of the flanker congruency
Figure 10. Cumulative distribution functions of the delta latency difference (in ms) between the corrective EMG burst and the effect on partial error latencies. Further
end of the partial error for each congruency condition averaged over the 12 participants.
analyses suggested that the diffusion
noise, a scaling parameter traditionally
fixed at 0.1 (Ratcliff and Smith, 2004),
based on multiple streams of sensory evidence. In addition, it was
may be too high. We compared these DDMs with another semeant to explain overt changes of mind in decision making requential sampling model class (LCA) extended with similar atvealed by hand trajectories and did not make specific hypotheses
tentional mechanisms. Interestingly, one of these extended LCA
about covert EMG activity. Apart from the change-of-mind exmodels (SSP-LCA) captured the behavioral data equally well with
tension, the framework preserves standard diffusion model asa very low amount of mutual inhibition between competing accumulasumptions and implicitly assumes that motor execution occurs
tors, approaching a race (inhibition-free) model (Bogacz et al., 2006).
once a decision termination bound is reached. Therefore, it is
However, the model generated abnormal EMG patterns and
unclear whether it can explain the congruency effect on partial
strongly underestimated the latency of the partial error correcerror EMG surfaces and the strong positive correlation between
tion process, suggesting that a high degree of mutual inhibition
partial error rates and EMG MTs. In addition, it has been shown
between competing accumulators is necessary to explain the
recently that partial errors are consciously detected in only 30%
EMG data, in contradiction with the optimal fitting of behavioral
of cases (Rochet et al., 2014). It remains to be determined
data. Finally, we observed that all tested models systematically
whether a commitment to a choice can occur without conscious
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overestimate partial error latencies across participants, with the
smallest overestimation (⬃20 ms on average) provided by the
DSTP. This slight overestimation is unlikely to be due to an underestimation of the corticomuscular delay, given that we took
the upper known limit of the motor conduction time (Burle et al.,
2002). Rather, it may due to another residual processing stage
not related to sensory encoding or motor execution (Gold and
Shadlen, 2007) or to a problem in decision-making dynamics.
These results encourage the use of EMG to better constrain
sequential sampling models.
An important finding arising from our approach is that part of
EMG activity is determined by the decision process. Beyond sequential sampling models, this finding challenges traditional
continuous flow models of information processing. For example,
McClelland’s (1979) cascade model framework assumes response
execution to be “a discrete event that adds the duration of a single
discrete stage to the time between the presentation of the stimulus
and the registration of the overt response” (p. 291). Contrary to
this view, our results suggest a continuity between decision making and response engagement that necessarily implies a representation of the decision variable in the cortical motor areas (Cisek,
2006). Electrophysiological studies in monkeys have revealed
that decision formation and motor preparation share similar
neural networks (Gold and Shadlen, 2007). For example, when
monkeys have to decide the net direction of random dot motion
and communicate their decision by means of a saccade, neurons
in the frontal eye field represent the accumulated motion evidence (Gold and Shadlen, 2000). Similar findings have been reported in humans (Heekeren et al., 2008; Donner et al., 2009;
O’Connell et al., 2012). In particular, a convergence of techniques
(electroencephalography, transcranial magnetic stimulation) in
between-hand two-choice RT demonstrate that the developing
activation of the contralateral primary motor cortex (M1) involved in the required response is accompanied by a developing
inhibition over the ispilateral M1 (Burle et al., 2004). Whether
these activities reflect the accumulated weight of sensory evidence
for each response alternative requires more investigation.
This work also represents an advance in the horizontal integration of processes involved in simple decision making through
the use of cognitive modeling. The standard DDM focuses only
on the decision process and does not account for where the evidence comes from (encoding and task-specific processing) nor
how the response was executed. The SSP and DSTP models advanced upon this framework by specifying how perceptual encoding and attentional control drive the time-varying decision
evidence that is fed into the DDM framework. Finally, the present
work extends these models to specify how the evolving decision
evidence relates to activation of the motor system to produce the
response. The final result is a model that links together different
processes involved in translating the stimulus into a response and
successfully accounts for behavioral and neurophysiological data
from an array of stimulus and decision manipulations (Hübner et
al., 2010; White et al., 2011).

Notes
Supplemental material for this article is available at http://sites.
univ-provence.fr/lnc/supplementary_material_Servant_et_al.pdf. This
material has not been peer reviewed.
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